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The state of managed security
services
Since the birth of managed security in the mid-to-late 1990s, managed security service providers
(MSSPs) have been making dependable, high-margin revenue managing on-premises security
devices. Twenty-five years and one pandemic later, the world has changed, and MSSPs need to look
at new service and revenue opportunities, and emerging technologies and architectures such as
managed detection and response (MDR) and secure access service edge (SASE) represent two key
ends of the new managed security spectrum. Most MSSPs are already on the path to delivering MDR
as an evolution of endpoint detection and response (EDR) in addition to their traditional device
management and monitoring services, but few have comprehensive MDR offerings. Regardless of
their progress, the drivers for purchasing MDR are really focused on improved security efficacy.
Customers are looking at SASE because they want a unified architecture for securely accessing
resources (data, applications, and infrastructure) from any device at any location. SASE is less about
security and more about a unified IT architecture that includes on-premises deployments as well as
private and public cloud rollouts, but it is forcing most enterprises to reevaluate the role of virtual
private networks (VPNs), another key revenue stream in a traditional managed security service
(MSS) offering.
In December 2020 Omdia surveyed 162 purchase decision makers at MSSPs and 834 purchase
decision makers at small, medium-sized, and enterprise managed security service buyers around the
globe in order to understand how their MSS deployments and purchases were changing in the new,
distributed multicloud world.
The first question we asked enterprises is what drives them to make new security investments. We
gave respondents a list of common drivers for investing in managed security and asked them to rate
each driver on a scale of 1–7 (where 1 was “not a driver” and 7 is a “strong driver”). The chart shows
the percentage of respondents that considered each factor an important driver, meaning they rated
it 6 or 7.
“Strength of security” tops the list: buyers simply believe service providers help them achieve better
protection than they achieve by going it alone, often as a result of preintegration of security
solutions, dedicated monitoring capability, and the availability of incident response services. A
majority of respondents found nearly all of these factors to be key drivers of the purchase of
managed security. Managed security services exist to help mitigate the complexity of deploying and
managing security, complexity that rears its head in many places, including scaling up security
performance, managing security for public or private cloud, handling patching, and updating
solutions.
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Figure 1: Enterprise: Managed security investment drivers

Source: Omdia

We then asked our enterprise respondents how pervasive use of managed security services is in
their organizations, and at the time of the survey, an average of 50% of users were already protected
by MSS, growing to 77% of users by the end of 2021, which is a significant increase.
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Figure 2: Enterprise: Increasing use of MSS

Source: Omdia

When we asked about key drivers for increased use of MSS, three related drivers hinted at the need
for SASE (mobility, cloud, and collaboration), and one was squarely focused on efficacy (changes in
volume and variety of threats). While the cloud is named in only one of the top four drivers, if no
cloud existed there would not be such a significant move to remote working or such a sharp increase
in the use of (cloud-delivered) collaboration tools. Increasing use of the cloud is a key underlying
driver for almost every purchase decision in security today.
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Figure 3: Enterprise: Drivers for increased use of MSS

Source: Omdia

Today, monitoring services and traditional device management services are the most commonly
used services and generate the bulk of MSS revenue. We asked MSSPs to get out a crystal ball and
identify which services would be most important to customers in 2023. Respondents had to make
choices here: they could only choose up to three answers. While the traditional monitoring and
management services still lead their thinking in 2023, the answers are reasonably well distributed.
Many MSSPs are preparing for a world in which they will have to provide a much more diverse set of
security services.
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Figure 4: MSSP: What services are important to customers?

Source: Omdia

Finally for this state of managed security services snapshot, we asked the enterprise respondents
how they select the MSSPs they use. We gave respondents a list of common factors for selecting an
MSSP and asked them to rate each factor on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 was “not a driver” and 7 is a
“strong driver.” Figure 5 shows the percentage of respondents that consider each factor an
important driver (meaning they rated it 6 or 7).
As with drivers for investing in managed services, respondents have high expectations for their
chosen MSSPs. They are looking for a single provider that has a complete offering with the ability to
customize and do consulting as needed. Geographical proximity was the least important on the list
here, but with many large service providers and MSSPs building their edge networks and getting
physically closer to many customer locations, proximity and its impact on performance are likely to
become more important.
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Source: Omdia

In a separate question, we asked what would cause respondents to switch MSSPs, and three cases
topped the list at about 50% of respondents: a breach, cost, or access to new technology. The
massive digital/cloud transformation presents IT organizations with an opportunity to reevaluate
how they do everything, including selecting MSSPs and using managed security services.
We have hinted that customers and MSSPs may not be exactly in sync, so we asked a series of
follow-up questions to both groups about a variety of topics, including two that are absolutely
critical today: SASE and MDR.
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MSSPs and enterprises agree
on the power of MDR
The concept of managed security services came to life in the mid-to-late 90s as many new and
already overburdened IT organizations struggled with the rollout of distributed security tools,
namely firewalls. As companies rolled internet access out to more sites and locations, they typically
discovered they needed protection at every location: the LAN was safe, but it needed to be
protected from intruders riding the internet into their offices. Firewall rollouts often also included
site-to-site VPNs to further leverage the internet for cheap business connectivity. There was,
however, a serious skills shortage, and many customers looked to their ISPs/connectivity providers
to deploy and maintain firewalls. The first managed security services were essentially device
management, with some light response if there was malicious activity discovered by or related to
the firewall.
Skip forward nearly 30 years, and most MSSPs have evolved their roles to include much more event
detection, correlation, and incident response. Most build security operations centers (SOCs) and use
a combination of home-brewed and commercial tools to aid them in helping protect their
customers. Along the way, technology vendors innovated endpoint, network, and cloud security
tools into what are generally categorized as detection and response tools. These tools use a variety
of sensors to detect security events in progress and then respond in whatever way is most
appropriate (sometimes in an automated fashion) to protect customers quickly and completely.
Providers have already started integrating detection and response tools into their arsenal, but they
face a new issue: since many MDR tools greatly simplify the detection and response process, many
enterprises can now cut services providers out of the deal and handle detection and response on
their own or buy MDR solutions directly from the technology vendors. Omdia wanted to see to what
degree both enterprises and MSSPs understood this issue and how it was affecting deployments.
We asked our enterprise respondents how many were already buying MDR from an MSSP: 51%
already have, and 54% plan to by the end of 2021. The MSSPs’ base of MDR customers is not
growing the way it should be given how much the overall MDR market is growing right now. Sixty
percent of respondents said that MDR capabilities were one of the key drivers in the overall
selection process for MSSPs, so it appears many MSSPs need to look (or relook) at the MDR solutions
they are (or are not) offering.
In a follow-up question, we asked them what the benefits of buying MDR from their MSSP were.
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Figure 6: Enterprise: Benefits of buying MDR from an MSSP

Source: Omdia

In many cases staff, resource, and skills shortages are behind MSS purchases, and that seems to be
the case for MDR as well. Buyers are looking for preintegration to save time and optimize
performance of the technology, and they want access to the SecOps teams and larger pool of threat
intelligence that MSSPs sit on. Those are the messages that MSSPs should focus on when it comes to
MDR. MSSPs are on the same page as customers: 82% believe that MDR solutions are strategic to
their business.
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Figure 7: MSSP: Is MDR strategic to your business?

Source: Omdia

We followed up by asking respondents how they are building MDR services. Forty percent buy and
resell an existing MDR solution, 29% are building their service from the ground up, and 25% plan to
do a mix of the two. Since a significant portion of what many MSSPs will be offering as MDR will be
repackaged technology from an MDR vendor that also sells to enterprises, it will be critical for MSSPs
to clearly explain what value they add in addition. Do they provide access to a larger SOC team?
More threat intel? Correlation across multiple customers? MSSPs can also integrate MDR with other
security services they are offering to create a more complete and more secure overall solution. In
addition, since MDR is still leading-edge technology, customers are still picky about what technology
powers an MSSP’s MDR service. Providers need to understand which vendors and brands are leading
the market and resonating best with customers, because brand could actually drive purchase
decisions.
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Managed security in the era of
distributed secure networking
As with MDR, many MSSPs are already in the secure connectivity business, since VPNs for much of
their life were a feature in the firewalls they were managing already. The arrival of SASE, which pairs
very popular software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) capabilities with cloud-delivered security (firewall,
secure web gateway, cloud access security broker, data loss prevention, etc.), will likely have a huge
impact on VPNs and secure connectivity/access in general. The popularity of both SD-WAN and
cloud-delivered security grew wildly during the pandemic, and they both make it much easier to
deliver IT services to users regardless of location, network, or device. SD-WAN product vendors and
cloud-delivered security providers saw massive growth in their business, and an architecture that
marries the benefits of both shows great promise for a growing pool of buyers.
Unlike with MDR though, MSSPs are a little less sure of their role in or plans for SASE. Providers
going down a pure security route are going all-in on MDR, but many have mixed thoughts about
SASE. Omdia asked enterprise respondents whether SD-WAN, cloud-delivered security, and SASE
were in their future, and 52% had either already deployed or had plans to deploy soon. Any of these
technologies can be purchased from standalone product and software-as-a-service (SaaS) vendors or
from an MSSP, so we wanted to understand whether enterprises thought that using them would
affect their use of managed services. Forty-four percent thought they would actually decrease their
use of managed services as a result.
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Figure 8: Enterprise: Thoughts on SASE and managed services

Source: Omdia

Once deployed, SASE solutions should greatly reduce the cost and complexity of deploying unified
secure access while improving their security posture at the same time. The time savings and
increased security posture might be enough for enterprises to move away from their MSSP for
secure connectivity. We asked respondents outright who they would buy cloud-delivered security or
SASE from, and the answer does not look great for MSSPs.
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Figure 9: Enterprise: Choosing a security solution provider

Source: Omdia

Most enterprise respondents expect to buy directly from the technology vendors or service
providers. The question is, is this a supply issue or a demand issue? Omdia asked enterprises
whether they would buy from an MSSP if it was offered, and an encouraging 41% said they would.
So we turned to MSSPs and asked a similar set of questions, and the results were very different from
the results for MDR. A staggering 66% do not believe that buyers will move away from traditional
WAN and VPN solutions to SASE by 2023, which is very different from what enterprises told us.
Additionally, a move to SASE does not just affect potential revenue for managed VPNs: the clouddelivered security portion of SASE will in many cases have an impact on managed firewall, managed
web security gateway, and a wide variety of other security services that MSSPs rely on for core
revenue, because customers that deploy cloud-delivered security do not have boxes on their
premises for providers to manage.
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Figure 10: MSSP: Will enterprises move to SASE?

Source: Omdia

The primary inhibitor for providers not investigating SASE solutions appears to be the SDWAN/networking side of the business: 40% of MSSP respondents said they plan to focus purely on
security services. Another issue is that MSSPs are afraid of cannibalization of revenue: 48% believe
that if they deployed SASE services it would cannibalize existing revenue. If MSSPs deploy SASE
services, it may cannibalize legacy revenue, but at least they can collect that revenue. If they do not
offer SASE solutions, 100% of the revenue generated by customers moving to SASE will end up in
someone else’s pocket. There is a disconnect though, because Omdia asked MSSP respondents
outright whether they believe the vendors offering cloud-delivered security are competitors, and
most do. The 30% that answered “no” or “don’t know” may want to take a look at how some of the
vendors in this space performed in 2020; it might be eye opening.
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Source: Omdia
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Conclusion: It’s all because of
the cloud
The cloud is at the heart of the IT transformation that enterprises and service providers are going
through right now. Significant portions of infrastructure, critical applications, and data are moving to
the cloud. The need for security for cloud applications will be met in many cases by cloud-delivered
security services. Cloud technology is at the heart of new security solutions, solutions that can be
deployed anywhere and scaled nearly infinitely. In many cases cloud-based data lakes drive the
analytics capabilities of MDR/XDR solutions. SASE as an architecture exists because increased use of
the cloud eroded traditional perimeters, and the solutions themselves will be powered by and
delivered over the cloud in many cases.
Pointing out the role that cloud services and technology play is critical, because at their core, MSS
are useful because they preintegrate a complex web of technology and allow customers to focus on
their businesses’ core competency. In the first 10 years of serious business use of the cloud one
thing is clear: the cloud makes security more complex, not less. MSSPs have a unique opportunity to
weave cloud-native and cloud-delivered security into their traditional device management services.
MSSPs that do not focus on the cloud and new cloud-enabled and cloud-delivered security solutions
are simply handing customers to the competition, whether that competition is other MSSPs, security
technology companies with cloud security offerings, or pure-play security SaaS vendors.
MDR/XDR and SASE/cloud-delivered security are in high demand today because of two critical
drivers for security purchases: the need to significantly improve security efficacy and radical changes
in IT architecture driven by development around the cloud. Both solutions will be purchased and
deployed by a wide range of enterprise and small and medium-sized (SMB) customers because they
simply make sense, and they will buy them whether MSSPs offer them or not. Omdia believes that
for MSSPs to be viable moving forward, they need to invest in and greatly bulk up their value
propositions around both MDR/XDR and SASE/cloud-delivered security.
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Appendix
Methodology
Using a panel of qualified security technology decision makers, Omdia conducted a web survey in December 2020 with
•

162 respondents at managed security service providers

•

834 SMB and enterprise managed security service customers

Figure 12: MSSP respondent region

Source: Omdia
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Figure 13: SMB and enterprise respondent region

Source: Omdia
To qualify, respondents needed to be responsible for deploying (MSSP) or purchasing (SMB/enterprise) managed security
services at their organizations. They also needed to have detailed knowledge of and purchase decision influence over their
organization’s managed security services. This was a key part of the screening process to ensure that we received responses
from the knowledgeable decision makers who influence the buying process.
Respondents had to have at least manager-level positions in security or networking, with 64% of respondents having director
(or higher) titles; 31% of respondents had architect or C-level titles. Respondents were given no incentives for completing the
survey.
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Figure 14: MSSP respondent role

Source: Omdia

Figure 15: SMB and enterprise respondent role

Source: Omdia
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